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Powerful ideas typically have long tails. Years-old, and in
some cases, decades-old concepts are often resurfaced
through the dual tracks of persistence and the
provenance of emergent technology.

We can rarely project when the proverbial tipping

IT Operations, more commonly known as Artificial

point bridging the gap between impossible and pos-

Intelligence Operations, or AIOps, the machine-learn-

sible will occur. Ideation often outpaces technological

ing enabled management, predictive analysis, and

development. After all, we cannot easily build a future

automation of network management and operations,

we cannot yet first imagine. But imagination itself is

is now close at hand.

not a one-way street. Few ideas survive in their purest
form. The cycle of ideation and technological advancement perpetuates unceasingly. The advent and
creative application of new technologies is just as much
a driver of new ideas as any other influencing force.

Throughout the following pages, we will discuss how
Decipher’s Grey Matter service mesh platform enables
AIOps through the innovative marriage of in-depth
telemetry and metrics data capture and analysis,
backed by Deep Reinforcement Learning algorithms.

The concepts of machine learning and artificial intelli-

We will also describe the Grey Matter service mesh

gence are not new, having filled imaginations for over

and it’s constituent components, Fabric, Data, and

a century. While rather young by comparison, the ser-

Sense. Finally, we will explain how the Grey Matter

vice mesh concept, one of the darlings of today’s tech

platform coalesces these three elements in order to

industry, has itself now existed for nearly two years — a

enable AI driven predictive enterprise network moni-

lifetime in today’s IT environment. However, recent

toring and automated operations management.

advancements in both fields have reached a point of
symbiotic coalescence. The realization of Algorithmic
3



Explaining the
Service Mesh
In order to fully explain how Grey Matter enables
AIOps, we must first provide a little background on
the service mesh itself.
The service mesh is a natural evolutionary step borne
from the widening adoption of cloud-native and microservice framework models. Modern microservicebased applications may contain hundreds or even
thousands of microservices across countless instances,
each requiring significant tooling, management, and
orchestration. A fabric layer of infrastructure specifically adapted to control communications between services, the mesh is typically comprised of a network of
sidecar proxies. These proxies are responsible for
managing the network, allowing the services to focus
solely on the execution of their designed business
roles. The sidecar proxy service mesh extracts complexity away from the services themselves, allowing
them to act in a more modular fashion, providing improved system reliability, visibility, and security.
None of the core features offered by the service mesh
are necessarily new: for instance, service mesh network management capabilities such as retry, load-balancing, and circuit-breaking existed in library form
well before the advent of the service mesh. However,
the enterprise quickly discovered that the sheer volume and complexity of services they needed to manage in a microservice environment required a better
solution. Unlike libraries, proxies are polyglot, readily
upgradable, and capable of uniformly managing multiple services with far less tooling. Similarly, service
mesh architectures offer greater security than legacy
monolithic systems. For example, the employment of a
service mesh removes the need for individual applications to maintain full on-board understanding of
the operations of the entire network, thus offering
improved data security (amongst other benefits) from
service to service.
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The Role of the Fabric
abric
Orchestration Layer

The Role of the Distributed
Grey
Matter Data Node
G

The Grey Matter Fabric sidecar proxy orchestration layer is a
pathway for enterprise digital transformation. Fabric offers
fine-grained network operational control and network management cost savings. The platform provides in-depth network insight, facilitating CTO and CIO operational planning
and resource decision-making, while offering the precise
functionality and control necessary to support day-to-day
DevOps requirements. Grey Matter simplifies the management of microservice infrastructure, improves network performance and survivability, and helps control enterprise capability and operational expenditures.

Microservices generate considerably more telemetry and
operational data than the monoliths they replace. This data is
exponentially multiplied in the case of decentralized and
distributed systems. The Grey Matter Data layer is responsible for enabling secure enterprise data capture, store, and
movement of any kind from service to service, anywhere
around the globe.

Enterprise modernization is a prime example of the utility of
the Grey Matter service mesh. Most enterprise-scale operations remain entrenched in the use of legacy monolithic systems. While recognizing the operational utility, ease of application development and deployment, and general cost-effectiveness of transitioning, many maintain concern over
introducing the complexities inherent to a microservice infrastructure. Likewise, continuity of operations during transition also remains a common enterprise concern.
However, through the application of Grey Matter Fabric, the
enterprise can reliably deconstruct the existing monolith into
a modular and interchangeable microservice platform. The
Fabric layer of Grey Matter sidecar proxies acts as a dedicated and decentralized miniature infrastructure layer responsible for handling service-to-service communications, security
compliance, and network optimization and automation. This
allows the enterprise to enjoy three benefits of modernization, innovation and operational continuity.

Decentralized data nodes introduce greater complexity and
increased data load onto the network. Grey Matter Data is
designed to handle such massive stores of practically any
data type, while enabling telemetry capture and powerful
data analytics.
One manifestation of how Data supports the enterprise is by
feeding pertinent operational data to the Fabric Dashboard.
Light-weight, but highly robust by design, Grey Matter Data
nodes capture network operational telemetry generated
from each proxy node sitting atop the Fabric layer. This data
is then used to generate patterns and establish models of
network performance.
Grey Matter Fabric Dashboard presents an intuitive and easy
to understand single-touchpoint interface of Fabric and Data
outputs. Through fine-grained network data review and operational controls, Grey Matter provides users intuitive access
to critical indications and warning information for the purpose of shrinking anomaly Mean-Time-To-Detect (MTTD) and
network down-time Mean-Time-to Restore (MTTR).
Data is also responsible for the provision of high volume,
high throughput telemetry in real time to Sense, the third
layer of the Grey Matter service mesh platform enabling
machine learning and AIOps. In the following section, we
explain how Grey Matter weaves together the capabilities of
Fabric, Data, and Sense to enable Grey Matter’s advanced
AIOps features.
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Sense and AIOps
Sense represents the third layer of the Grey Matter
service mesh. With Sense, the Enterprise realizes true
AIOps and intent-based networking (IBN) through AIenabled network monitoring, optimization, control,
and policy generation. Through the establishment and
optimization of operational policies, the enterprise
can implement a decentralized edge IBN to inform
the greater network of its preferred optimal operational state, while relying on the network to implement, monitor, and optimize as necessary, without
human intervention.

Through historical pattern recognition and policy
comparison, Sense predictively identifies anomalies
and outages using embedded sidecar neural net
techniques at the edge of each Grey Matter mesh
microservice working collaboratively with a central AI
hub, implementing corrective measures at speeds
beyond human intervention.
Finally, AI-enabled infrastructure delivery costs are
also reduced through the application of Sense. Sense
enables resource allocation across multiple cloud environments both on-premise and off-premise.
Your senior network personnel are now freed to focus
function
on higher-orderr strategic tasks and functions.

Sense enhances traditional network and application
performance monitoring and diagnostic capabilities,
increasing detection speed, and enabling true predictive network operational monitoring and automated
response. Sense also reduces enterprise network
monitoring and operations expense, cutting the volume and duration of network outages.

Making Sense of Sense
Sense is enabled by the capture and analysis
of the in-depth network operations and
telemetry data that are generated by the
network of sidecar proxies and data nodes
encompassing Grey Matter.
The creative application of industry-leading
Deep Reinforcement Learning algorithms
enables Sense to provide contextual awareness, monitoring, prediction and automation
capability for enterprise networks.
Sense provides automated pattern discovery
and prediction, and statistical and root-cause
analysis through the application of Proximal
Policy Optimization (PPO), a family of machine learning algorithms proven suitable for
machine-enabled policy application and
observation. Through observation and action, the Grey Matter Sense algorithms are
capable of learning and replicating optimal
operational patterns in a more data-efficient
manner than other machine learning variants. Our Sense algorithms are also less
sensitive to unexpected patterns, meaning
they provide greater consistency without
overreacting to outlier network events.
The consistent stream of telemetry combined with the knowledge of the Enterprise
Service Level Objectives (SLO) provide the
machine learning backbone of the Grey

Matter Sense service simulator. By using
telemetry generated by the Grey Matter
Fabric proxy layer as captured by Grey Matter Data, the simulator generates accurate
approximations of real network patterns.
These patterns are then employed by the
algorithm to train itself to identify optimal
network operations. The service simulator
generates multiple instances, injecting random anomalous events in order to test its
baseline, while observing the impacts of
each injection, and modifying its base model
and developing appropriate mitigation
strategies.
System users can also manually set servicelevel goals. In the current Sense instantiation,
goals are set for system latency and
throughput. This includes the ability to introduce configurable penalties on the system,
should it choose to incur the cost of running
additional instances. The system is rewarded
or punished based on its current performance with respect to these goals. It then
receives instantaneous traffic information for
each time step, and eventually outputs control parameters. At each time step, the policy
determines what actions to perform in order
to better maximize its objective function.

As the simulation evolves, it updates the
baseline operational policy to ensure that
good decisions are made not only for the
present traffic, but for anticipated future
traffic. The learning algorithms are incentivized to optimize their objective functions
now and in the future, with diminishing expected returns as time progresses.
The baseline operational policy itself is represented as a Deep Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), capable of remembering past
events, and anticipating future network
operations. Notably, this includes the ability
to learn what should be remembered, going
beyond what has been introduced by the
human user. The neural network can remember the recent average of traffic as a baseline
for use in anomaly detection, which a deeper
hidden layer of the network may then use to
decide to speculatively scale necessary
resources up or down.
Sense unleashes the power of the intelligent
network. Predictive automated incident
response ensures network availability at
lower OpEx, freeing resources to drive true
business innovation.

—
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Conclusion
As AI and machine learning technology has advanced, once far-flung notions
have emerged at the forefront of reality. For the enterprise, these advances
represent an emerging modernization imperative. No longer a question of if,
but rather when; the enterprise that choses to ignore AI and the applicability
to network management operates at considerable peril. Grey Matter and its
three elements: Fabric, Data and Sense, work in unison to support one
ultimate goal — a sixth sense for greater enterprise operations command and
control through machine-aided intelligence.
With Grey Matter, the enterprise is prepared for the technology of today,
tomorrow, and that yet to come.
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